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The formula for the water balance, which is shown to be more than a collection of 
abbreviations, exists of the summation of several terms. Each term represents the 
value obtained after investigating the phenomenon described by that term. The visible 
result of the balance, the amount of water discharged from a watershed, can be 
measured directly or can be forecasted with the aid of the other terms of the balance. 
Progress in knowledge of the terms or of the balance as a whole, is obtained if, 
after each new investigation large discrepancies between observed and forecasted 
values occur with smaller probabilities of exceedance. The relationship between these 
probabilities and an a priori given size of the discrepancies is dealt with in this paper 
and the advantage of knowledge of the corresponding distribution functions is shown. 
Application of these ideas to all terms of the balance separately is an aid in making 
applied research decisions when the practical requirements are known. 

Introduction 

The well-known formula for the water balance collects the components that have 
to be taken into account in water balance investigations. In this paper for the balance 
of the formula the visible result is taken, namely the amount of water leaving the 
studied area. 
In our case the water balance is expressed as the following algebraic sum of terms 

where 
D = discharge of a certain catchment area in a time-interval t,_ i — ti ; 
R = precipitation in the same units and time-interval; 
S = seepage into the area, ibid; 
E = évapotranspiration, ibid ; 
O = other terms, for instance representing a withdrawal of water. 

Now D, R, S, E and O stand for sums of amounts over time-intervals, so as a mat
ter of fact 

The differential operator A acts on the argument W being the amount of water-
stored at time t;, according to the rule 

Summary 

D  =  R  +  S  —  E  —  O  — A W  (1) 

(2) 
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AW = (Wi + i —Wi) (3) 

Thus defined, no ambiguity with respect to the sign of AW will occur. 

Properties of the water balance formula 

Formula (1) is supposed to represent the true values assumed by the quantities men
tioned and to express the fact that no matter can be gained or lost. The length of 
the time-interval is irrelevant in the following considerations because, taking sums 
over N such intervals (2) for instance yields 

N(i + 1)-1 _j + l N(i +1) 
s Fd I = fD I , i = o, 1, 2, ... (2a) 

j — Ni ' ') ' 'Ni 

with time-interval tN(j +1) — tNi . Analogous results are obtained for the other terms 
of (1). The difference in amount of water stored between the limits of the time 
interval becomes 

N(i + 1) - 1 N(i + 1) - 1 
S  A W  =  2  ( W J  +  1  — W J )  =  

j = Ni j = Ni 

=  W N i + l  +  W NI+ 2  +  . . .  +  W N ( i + l )  WNi —  W NI+i — . . .  — W N(,+ 1)—1 = 

=  W no+ 1 )  —  W N I  (3a) 

Taking time units N times as large, (2a) and (3a) again take the forms (2) and (3). 
So, evidently, eq. (1) itself can also be considered to be built up from more elemen
tary sums. In our case the time-interval is supposed to be small, in the order of 
magnitude of days. 

Comparable situations 

A certain meteorologie situation, which potentially may cause a situation Mo, Mi, ..., 
and coincides with initial conditions of hydrologie kind in the area under consider
a t i o n ,  s a y  H o ,  H i ,  . . . ,  c a u s e s  a  t o t a l  s i t u a t i o n  r e p r e s e n t e d  b y  t h e  s y m b o l s  C o ,  C i ,  .  . . ,  
Ci, .. ., where it is assumed that each of them can occur frequently. 
So one can speak of the i-th realization of situation Co, written as (Co); *. 

The i-th realization of a situation which potentially causes Co can be written as 
the equality of the true values 

(Do). = (Ro)j + (So). — (EoX - (Oo). — (AWo)j (4) 

As a matter of fact in water balance research-practice the situation is quite different 
from that considered thus far. Regardless of measurement errors true values are not 

* We are not concerned here with the problem how to detect equality of situations but it must be 
emphasized that a full description of situations C must necessarily be made, because only then there 
will be the possibility of comparing results mutually. 
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known and the available values to be inserted in (1) are estimates of those which 
should have been taken to obtain eq. (4). Reason for this is that the values of most 
of the variables occurring in a water balance cannot be measured directly, but are 
results of investigations on the behaviour of the phenomena themselves. This means 
that the available values are parameters {©) of the true ones. One might even say 
that the variables occurring in a water balance equation themselves are parameters. 
So (1) has to be replaced by (5) which reads 

Or + ©s — ©E — ©O — ©aw = ©D (5) 

where ©D now indicates the result of the algebraic sum of the terms on the left of 
the equality sign. To express the fact that the values of the i-th realization of Co 
are used we write ©R. , .. ., 0d; , leaving it understood that Co is meant. 

Obtaining parameter values 

The parameters © are of quite different shape depending on the structure of the 
phenomenon represented by their subscripts. A short discussion can be given to indi
cate the variated type of problems whose solutions enter the water balance equation. 
It is obvious, in the case of rainfall, to chose a function of directly measured rain
fall amounts R so 

©R = fR(R) 

In other words: a working value for the component rainfall (@R.) is obtained from 
the rainfall phenomenon. This rainfall function is sometimes chosen in such a way 
that fR contains the procedure of determining rainfall amounts from isohyetal ana
lyses, or the weighted mean obtained from a Thiessen network, or a simple arithmetic 
mean. A trivial function, which can be used for small areas with a nearby rainfall 
station, so assuming uniformly distributed rainfall amounts, is the identity 

0R. = fR(Ri) = R; (6) 

More complicated functions, for example, are those which account for the delay 
caused by a low infiltration rate of precipitation into the soil and the delay caused 
by the flow through ditches and canals before reaching the point where the water 
leaves the watershed or polder. 
The seepage into a region depends on the hydrologie and geologic properties of the 
area under consideration, so in general 

6>s = fs(hydrology, geology) (7) 

In this case fs might be considered to symbolize the total amount of work to be 
done in order to obtain a measure for seepage, involving geohydrologic investiga
tions. Even when direct observations are used, as proposed by Van Der Weerd (1965), 
the identity between working values and measured values, analogous to (6), is a too 
simple relationship because of irregularities due to differences in groundwater level, 
hydraulic conductivity of layers building up the drainage basin, distances from the 
boundaries of the watershed, and so on. Integration with respect to time and area 
still has to be performed so at least 
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©s, = fs(S,, time, area) (8) 

About the same kind of reasoning can be followed for the évapotranspiration term. 
Integration with respect to area will have to be performed, but also farm practice 
methods as cropping pattern have to be taken into account, so farm management 
analyses will have to be done. In about the same way other terms are to be dealt 
with. Direct determination of the storage is possible with the aid of a network of test 
wells from which differences in storage can be derived. Here the relation 

©AW = fw(W) 

represents rather a method than a well-defined function in the sense of a mathe
matical description. 

Checking the water balance 

Finally eq. (5) results in the amount of discharge which is a parameter value too. 
The true value is not known but with direct observations in a stream this value can 
be estimated. Assuming that the observations may serve as a check on the calcu
lated water balance, resulting in (5), the working values are to be compared with 
these observations so 

0D. = (Do), + (5(Do); (9) 

which means that the parameter (working) values obtained by eq. (5) will differ from 
the true values (Do) by the amount <5 (Do), the i-th time that the situation Co occurs 
and a forecast about the discharge is made. 
Graphically the results can be compared by plotting 

(x, y) = ((Do);, ©D,) 

from which, empirically, the systematic trend can be derived. 
Let, in general, 

©D = fD (Do) (10) 

then, with reasonable results, which show a fair approximation to the discharge values 
obtained from observations, one might expect the particular form 

©D = a(Do) + ß (11) 

where a and ß are expected to be 1 and 0 respectively. For any particular point 
eq. (11) takes the form 

©D; = a (Do). + ß + (5(Do)j (12) 

where random-errors are made allowance for. 
With respect to (12) the precision of the system of working is said to be high when 
the statistical error is small so that there is a high probability for the forecasted 
value ©D. to fall in the same interval of values as ©D. , was found to do. The ac
curacy is said to be high when the net systematic error is small (Parrat, 1961). Taking 
mathematical expectations on both sides of (12) E(0D) = a (Do) + ft so high accu
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racy is obtained with a near unity and ß neglectible. Statistical methods produce 
measures of precision ; lack of accuracy can only be detected by observing the phenom
enon forecasted and careful analyses of the results thus obtained. 
It will be clear that it is not easy (read: impossible) to detect what influence or 
term in the water balance causes the function fD to be present. Let Fd stand for 
the inverse function of fD then, with eq. (5), eq. (10) becomes 

Do = FD (0R + 0S — 0B — 0o — 0AW) 

which means that the result Do is found from an equation of the type 

FD {fn(R) + fs(S, time, area) + ... + fw(W)} = Do (13) 

illustrating the impossibility to derive from eq. (10) corrections for each of the func
tions f separately. Except for particular selected situations, for instance winter periods, 
Ci say, with E neglectible (Bloemen, 1968), comparison in the sense of (10) will 
generally speaking not lead to iterative procedures which consist of improving (6), (7), 
and so on, with the results derived from (10). Without further analyses it is unknown 
which term highly contributes to the appearance of the function fD. 
From this point on we pay our attention to discrepancies from the true values at a 
certain level of knowledge, say k. Furthermore we start with eq. (12) and get 

©Dj — ak(Do)j — ßk = (5k (Do). 

and assume ak «5 1 and /<k 0. Suppose that we are able to reach stadia k + 1, 
k + 2, . . ., k + j, hence the parameter values continue to give a better repre
sentation of the terms occurring in the water balance equation. The consecutive stadia 
generally will of course not appear at mutually equal time-intervals. 

Deterministic approach 

Increasing insight in water balance problems, symbolically expressed by k —> oo , will 
produce a more complete knowledge of the system as a whole. Let it now be as
sumed that progress in knowledge can be measured by the discrepancies ô. When, 
after a new investigation, the process is better understood, the absolute values of dis
crepancies between calculated and measured values tend to become smaller. This 
may be expressed by 

lim I (5k(Di). ! 0 , any i for every 1 (14) 
k— >-00 I 'I 

Which can be read: as long as k increases, every time the hydrologie and meteor
ologie situation Ci occurs, the discrepancies <3k tend to smaller values. 
The convergency depends mainly on the choise of the situation Ci, as becomes clear 
by considering special situations, for instance winterperiods with small amounts of 
evaporation, periods with a large number of consecutive days without rainfall, and 
so on. These cases have the advantage of vanishing terms and a relatively better 
possibility of interpreting deviating results, attaching corrections to the right terms. 
For these situations the level of knowledge may increase faster than is found to be 
possible for situations needing the use of the complete formula. 
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Indeterministic approach 

As experience learns, at level (k — 1), realizations of situation Q may occur which 
incidentally produce smaller discrepancies than later on will be found after devel
oping new and more general theories, using new devices, more advanced calculation 
methods, etc. We can also state that with increasing k, some realizations of Q may 
occur with greater ô than before. Evaluating the level of knowledge k, we require 
<5 to be small, smaller than a fixed amount, say dk . Then there will exist a small 
probability P, say Wk , that a realization of situation Q still produces a (5 k greater 
than the criterion d k, so 

P I J <5k(Di) I ^ dk| = Wk , dk > 0 (15) 

Increasing knowledge levels are expressed by the fact that 

P11 <5k+ i(Di) [ ^ dk} = Wk+1 < wk (16) 

At the present level k we may require that, in the nearby future, the probability of 
exceedance expressed by (16) takes a value smaller than or equal to a certain prob
ability pk . This means that we expect to be able to reach, within a finite number 
of steps (investigations), the level (k + m) with the property 

P{|<k + m(D,)| ^dk}^pk (17) 

so 

wk+m ^ pk < ... < wk + j < ... < Wk+i < Wk (17a) 

This means that large fluctuations about the true value Di are not impossible but 
that they will occur, at increasing knowledge levels, with a smaller frequency than 
an a priori chosen fixed exceedance probability pk . 
Finally, the probability that discrepancies greater than dk will occur tends to zero 
so the limiting form of (17) and (17a) reads 

lim Wk+ j —0 
i—>- oo 

In words: the exceedance of the value dk being the critical difference between fore
casted and measured values is then not an impossible event, but its probability is 
equal to zero (Kendall and Stuart, 1961). 

Putting new criteria 

After the first knowledge level satisfying (17a) has been reached (so j = m), the 
criteria dk and pk in eq. (17) are met. This means that the investigations can be 
finished as the required conditions are satisfied. However, new investments are going 
to be made and new land development projects will be executed. Given the new 
situation there may be, after a while, an urgent need of refining the description of the 
water balance, to be able to judge all aspects with more detail than before. 
This means that new criteria are to be put forward, which, usually, is not done 
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in so many words. To tackle the new situation one might think of defining new 
criteria substituting the values of the first ones, so 

d k  +  m < d k  a n d / o r  p k +m< p k  ( 1 8 )  

These requirements, however, are related as presently may be shown. In most cases 
of research practice the criterion will only be expressed in terms of d for instance 
dk+m = r . dk with 0 < r < 1. The reason for this is that d is expressed in the units 
of the quantity investigated. But p is a probability and not in a simple way related 
to d. Statistical analyses have to be carried out to get an idea of the order of magni
tude of the probability p. In many cases this means that a study has to be made, 
results of which not being directly expressable in terms of water balance quantities. 
Such studies are felt to belong to quite a different discipline. It will be shown that 
using the relationship between d and p less manpower and time is needed to reach 
the same level of knowledge. In other words, after statistical analyses a more precise 
indication of what is required can be given without the danger to aim at unneces
sarily high grades of perfection. 

Relationship between the two criteria 

Up to this point nothing has been said about the properties of the discrepan
cies <5k (D,). , except for the fact that they obey a distribution law. This means 
that <3 k is a stochastic variable. Now we assume the mathematica1 expectation to be 

E {«5k(Di)} = 0 

and the variance 

Var {«5k(D,)} = al(Pi) 

In the same way (5k+j, j = 1, 2, ..., are stochastic variables, however, with their 
own distributions. The quantities dk and wk in eq. (15) are now related according 
to the distribution of <5k . So each criterion pk < Wk has a solution dk' > dk ac
cording to 

PI j <5k(Di) J 5" dk'j = pk < wk (19) 

With the distribution of <5k it is obviously not possible to satisfy both criteria d k 

and pk. New investigations are needed with new approaches, new theoretical con
siderations and new and better tools and devices to obtain at last at a new level 
of knowledge a distribution which then satisfies (17). We already assumed this dis
t r i b u t i o n  t o  b e  t h a t  o f  < )  k m -
Knowledge of the shape and properties of each of the distributions makes it pos
sible to determine each Wk+j and to finish the investigations as soon as this prob
ability is smaller than pk, which was the case after j = m steps. 

Required numbers of steps 

Knowing only the variance of the distribution the relationship between dk and Wk can 
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only be given as the inequality of Tchebycheff which reads 

P {I <5k(Di) I < dk> = wk < ö^Dl) (20) 
XI I - / - (dk)2 

So a higher probability of exceedance is found which is the price that must be paid 
by not paying attention to the shape of the distribution of <5k itself. 
According to (19) we again require pk to be smaller than Wk which means 

pk < Wk ^ Ok(Di)/(dk)2 

With the same value of dk this is only possible by taking o2 smaller than at knowl
edge level k, which means that a new distribution must be determined with o2k+j 
< o2k . This, again, leads to the conclusion that new, and more precise, investiga
tions have to be carried out. 
Depending on the structure of the distribution law it might occur that, after m 
steps, the situation reached is like this 

Ok + m(Dl) 
Wk+ m < pk < , . V%- - < Wk 

~ (dk)2 

illustrating that in the case of the equality sign, exactly the same number m of steps 
of progress have to be done but, with the inequality sign between the 2nd and the 
3rd term of (20) — that is without knowledge of the distribution of the <5's —, a 
larger number of steps, say n. In the last case the result can be expressed by 

Wk+ n < —+ < pk , n > m 
(dk)2 -

the n-th step being the first time that an error-distribution is found with the required 
property. Since n in most cases will be larger than m, this result means that with
out knowledge of the distribution function further investigations have to be done 
and more steps have to be made in order to be sure that the required conditions 
are fulfilled. 

Interdependence of consecutive requirements 

After having met the requirements dk and pk the process of refining will be con
tinued by setting a new requirement. It is of interest to investigate whether some
thing can be said about the series of consecutive steps. For convenience sake we 
now enlarge the index k with unity not sooner than the criterion p has been reached, 
so we have the series 

Wk > pk ^ Wk+ 1 > pk+ 1 ^ Wk-2 > pk+2 . .. 

We can assume the new requirements p to be related to the last found value of w. 
For example, with 0 < r < 1 we arrive at the chain of inequalities 

Wk > rwk ^Wk+i > rwk+i wit2 > rwk+2 . (21) 

If the equality signs hold, for a general term the recursion formula reads 
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Wk + j + i = rwk+j , j = 0, 1, 2 ... 

This difference equation has an analytic solution (Levy and Lessman, 1959) making 
it possible to calculate each term from the initial value wi we started from, namely 

Wk + i = Wk r' , j = 0, 1, 2 ... (22) 

With suitable transformations of r eq. (22) takes the form 

Wk+j = Wk e-J'i. j = 0, 1, 2, ... (23) 

where now the constant y > o. This represents an exponential decrease of the ex-
ceedance probability. When the consecutive results are of the form (23) the value 
of y is the degree of improvement of the result given by the next step. 
It is clear that, at a sufficiently high level of knowledge as assumed here, y mainly 
depends on the quality of the team of research-workers, the means which are avail
able and the 'lucky-hit' when developing a new theory. 
When the equality sign in eq. (21) does not hold, and this will always be the case 
except for situations caused by chance, the realizations of the consecutive steps of 
progress are connected according to 

Wk > rwk > Wk+ l = rowk > rwk+ i > Wk+ 2 == riwk+1 > ... (21a) 

which represents the real-life situation because it is not to be expected to reach 
the required rwk exactly. Hence after each new step the factor r takes a new value, 
so r depends on w. Now the recursion formula reads 

Wk+j + i = rjWk+j , = 0, 1, 2, ... 

This linear difference equation with variable coefficients has an analytic solution 
too, namely with initial value wk 

i - t  
Wk + j = rorir2 ... rj_iwk = /7 r;Wk 

i =0 

Once more, with suitable transformations of parameters 

i- 1 
Wk+j = Wk exp(— Z yi) , j = 1, 2, ... (24) 

i = 0 

This formula gives a better description of the fact that new theories and means 
might give rise to a more important improvement of results than refining existing 
theories, because each further investigation now contributes with its own value of 7. 
Where (23) might be considered to express the policy with which new investigations 
are to be promoted, (24) is the realization of the outlined policy. 

Choosing further steps of research 

The above considerations referred to the discharge term in the water balance for
mula. The next step will be to express the probabilities wk in probabilities with 
which discrepancies between true values and working values for the other terms in 
eq. (1) are exceeded. Such an expression might be considered as the propagation of 
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probabilities of the parts into the whole. This means that a distinction can be made 
between the terms which contribute highly to the final discrepancies and those which 
practically do not contribute to departures of forecasted terms from the true values 
of the discharge. 
In order to be able to derive such a relationship we now assume it to be possible 
to check each term of the water balance equation separately for instance with in
vestigations from other periods, other areas, other periodlengths, trivial situations, 
lysimeter techniques and so on. Doing so the probability distribution describing the 
probabilities with which discrepancies 5k (Ri), <5k (Si), ... of each of the terms will 
be exceeded, can be estimated. 
Now we start with eq. (5) to which we apply the propagation-of-error law. Leaving 
it understood that the derivation is done for situation 1 and knowledge level k, — 
f primes denoting derivatives with respect to the argument of the parameter func
tion — only writing the first term in full, we arrive at 

<J(D) = { f'(R)/f'(D) } <J(R) + ... = <5(R') + ... 

where the last member is defined by the second. So eq. (15) reads 

wk = P{|<5(R') + <5(S') — <5(E') — ...| ^dk} 

Using the relationship between inequalities, expressing that 

|a + b — cj<^|a| + |b| + |c| we get 

wk ^ P {| <5(R') I + I <5(S7) J + ... ^ dk} = wk' (25) 

The right hand side of (25) can be solved by taking convolutions of the probability 
distribution of each term thus expressing wk in their simultaneous distribution func
tion (Feller, 1962). An approximation of the exact treatment can be obtained further, 
by assuming only the distribution of all <5's separately to be known. Now we define, 
according to (15) for the rainfall term 

P {I <5(R') I ^ d(R)} = w(R) (26) 

with analogous expressions for the other terms of the water balance. The critical 
values d(R), d(S), . . ., are to be chosen in accordance with the possibility of esti
mating the true values with a high degree of accuracy. However they cannot be 
chosen freely once a value dk in eq. (15) is taken as a criterion. Partitioning of 
this value results in 

|<î(R0| + |<5(S')| + ... ^dk = d(R) + d(S) + ••• (27) 

Once this condition being met one of the following events must have taken place 

è(R') I > d(R) , I <5(S') I > d(S) , ... (28) 

Mathematically this means that the set of events, expressed by eq. (27), is a subset 
of the set consisting of the union of the events from eq. (28). As these sets are 
defined on the same sample space we conclude that the probability of the union 
of (28), wk " say, is greater than that of the right member of (25). Applying Boole's 
inequality we can enlarge this probability again by writing 
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wt ^ wk' ^ Wk" < Wk(R) + wk(S) + wk(E) + ... (29) 

with all probabilities w assumed to be small. 

With insight into the exceedance probabilities wk of each term and into what might 
be expected to lie beyond the knowledge level k, decisions can be made about the 
required type of investigation and about the terms that need to be studied. The next 
requirement reads, according to (17) 

pk < Wk ^ Wk(R) + Wk(S) + ... 

The general solution of which is given by 

Wk+i < rRWk(R) + rsWk(S) + ... < pk < wk (30) 

where, for the first term in full (see (22) with j = 1) 

rRWk (R) = Wk + l (R) , and so on 

and at least one of the r's is not equal to zero. 

Equation (30) has many solutions so additional conditions must be put forward. They 
are of course of the type that the required rate of progress must be obtained with 
smallest possible amount of means and here research policy enters the problem. 
Cases to be looked for are those for which the exceedance probability w has the 
highest value and decreasing this value by the factor r is most effective. Other inter
esting terms are those having a factor r which is expected to be small, for instance 
after new results from pure scientific research has become available. 
It is made clear that the necessary approximations of eq. (25) through (29) results 
in higher calculated values of the exceedance probability of departures from the 
true values of the discharge term. Consequently more efforts are needed to meet 
equation (16) being the price that has to be paid in that no sufficient information 
was gained about the way in which the error distributions of each term in the water 
balance operate simultaneously on the final result. 
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